BLAST user manual
&
license agreement

1.

installation & requirements
BLAST requires no additional installation, just
simply unzip the downloaded file to the desired
folder.
Blast needs the full version of kontakt 5.7.3 or
higher and needs about 210 mb free disk space.

2. mix panel

envelope on/off: activates or deactivates the
envelope of the correspondent sample.
attack: the time it will take to reach the maximum
value.
decay: the time it will take the envelope to fall
from its maximum value to the sustain value.

sustain: after the decay phase, the envelope will
stay at this value until the key is released.
release: the time it will take the envelope to fall
from the sustain value back to zero.
volume: controls the volume of the sound source.
pan: controls the panorama of the sound source.
tune: controls the pitch of the sound source.
drive: adjusts the amount of the distortion.
crush: controls the amount of bitcrush.
LPF: controls the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter.
rate: sets the tempo of the correspondent
parameters stutter effect.
amount: sets the amount of the correspondent
parameters stutter effect.

size: adjusts the length of the reverb tail.
damping: adjusts the high frequency attenuation
of the reverb tail.
wet: adjusts the level of the reverb.

lo-shelf: adjusts the boost or cut of the lowfrequency.
stereo: collapses or spreads the signal’s stereo
base.
hi-shelf: adjusts the boost or cut of the highfrequency.

interval: sets the tempo synced delay interval.
feedback: controls the amount of the output
signal that’s being fed back into the input.
wet: adjusts the level of the delay.

3. License Agreement
By purchasing an ecliptiq Audio product, you
expressly agree and accept this license
agreement.
The license is non-exclusive and 100% royalty
free. The license is not transferrable and any
selling, lending, copying, duplicating, renting,
uploading to any database, servers, file
sharing services or otherwise distributing is
strictly prohibited.
You may use ecliptiq Audio products within
your compositions for both commercial and
non-commercial use.
ecliptiq Audio sound files may not be used
individually, and in combination with other
sound files to create alternative sample
libraries.
all rights reserved.
Contact:
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facebook:
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ecliptiqaudio.com
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